
High volume,  
low cost labelling

LabelWorks LW-Z5000 series



The latest labelling innovations

Drive down costs while boosting productivity 
with the new Epson LabelWorks LW-Z5000 
series label printers.

Building on our extensive experience designing  
high-performance, low-cost label printers, Epson has 
introduced two new Label Makers to the market. Designed 
to provide as much flexibility as possible, both models are 
compatible with all standard label widths (from 4 to 50mm). 
Supporting bulk rolls of up to 45 metres and available with a 
unique optional rewinder, these label printers are built to make 
labelling operations in busy warehouses, data centres or 
construction sites easier and more efficient than ever before. 



Our innovative solutions

LabelWorks LW-Z5000BE

Save your budget with a low total cost of ownership

Save time with quick start-up and print speeds  
of up to 50mm/s 

Save space with a compact design

Optional rewinder

Fully automated print and rewind

Fits both models

Cutter

Replaceable full and half-cutter

LabelWorks LW-Z5010BE

All the features of the LabelWorks LW-Z5000BE, plus:

An integrated keyboard and wide touchscreen display

A long-lasting Li-ion battery



Print more. Spend less. Save time

Developed for the time and cost conscious, these label 
makers deliver high volume prints with minimal fuss.  
Easy setup means you can get started quickly, allowing  
you to maximise productivity and minimise costs.

Low TCO

Compatible with big rolls containing up to 45 metres 
of tape, these printers will help cut running costs 
dramatically – so you’re likely to see clear savings 
within a few short months.

Versatile

Both printers support a wide range of media –  
from 4mm to 50mm width labels – so users can  
simply pick up and print whatever the task. They also 
support cartridges and a range of different material 
types, including resistance, regulation and market 
standard compliancy.

React at speed

Print high volumes whether on the move or at the 
desk – saving time and energy for busy staff. You can 
even add an optional rewinder (which is unique in the 
market) to speed things up further. With a fast start-up 
time, an easy-to-use interface, outstanding printing 
speeds and big roll support, users can react rapidly to 
the demands of the working day. We've also enhanced 
the setting, editing, printing and handling features, to 
make the print process quicker and easier.

Connected 

Our label makers are designed to work seamlessly with 
a wide range of devices. Control it remotely with a PC 
or smart device, using the companion app and a Wi-Fi 
network, or connect physically to the label maker using 
USB and ethernet options.



Model name LW-Z5000BE LW-Z5010BE

Type Industrial label maker Industrial label maker with built-in keyboard

Operating Systems Android 4.0+, Windows 10 (32/64 bit), iOS 6.0+ Android 4.0+, Windows 10 (32/64 bit), iOS 6.0+

Compatible tapes (mm) 4/6/9/12/18/24/36/50 4/6/9/12/18/24/36/50

Print speed (mm/sec) Up to 50 Up to 50

Display No Yes

Keyboard No Yes

Cutter Auto full and half, exchangeables Auto full and half, exchangeables

AC Adapter Yes Yes

Dimensions (DxWxH) (mm) 193x198x133 193x198x153 

Weight (kg) 2.9 (without tape & batteries) 3.1 (without tape & batteries)

Warranty standard/optional 3 years standard 3 years standard

Li-ion battery No Yes

Connectivity USB, ethernet, Wi-Fi, direct Wi-Fi USB, ethernet, Wi-Fi, direct Wi-Fi

Label Makers

Continuous tapes PET White PET Yellow Vinyl White Vinyl Yellow

Length (m) 8 8 7 7

Text colour Black Black Black Black

Tape colour White Yellow White Yellow

Width (50mm) 9WBN 9YBP 9WBVN 9YBVN

LK tapes

All existing LK tapes from 4 to 36mm are compatible with both models.



BR tapes

Continuous tapes PET White PET Yellow Vinyl White Vinyl Yellow Vinyl self-lami

Length (m) 45 45 45 45 45

Text colour Black Black Black Black Black

Tape colour White Yellow White Yellow White

Width (9mm) PT09WB PT09YB - - -

Width (12mm) PT12WB PT12YB VN12WB VN12YB -

Width (18mm) PT18WB PT18YB VN18WB VN18YB -

Width (24mm) PT24WB PT24YB VN24WB VN24YB VS24TB

Width (36mm) PT36WB PT36YB VN36WB VN36YB VS36TB

Width (50mm) PT50WB PT50YB VN50WB VN50YB -

Continuous tapes Heat Shrink Tube (HST) White Heat Shrink Tube (HST) Yellow 

Length (m) 15 15

Text colour Black Black

Tape colour White Yellow

Diameter (3.2mm) ST32WB ST32YB

Diameter (6.4mm) ST64WB ST64YB



Committed to corporate and social responsibility
Epson is committed to developing environmentally conscious products, which means that sustainability 
is considered from conception to completion. We help customers recognise the environmental gains 
brought on by technology, whether it is redefining manufacturing through innovative robotics, saving 
energy with our office printing technology or revolutionising textile printing with digital solutions.

We are committed to all 17 United Nations’ sustainable development goals and to the aims of the 
circular economy. We offer sustainable innovations because we recognise that the choices we make  
as organisations, individuals or a society will be essential to our shared success. 

The content of this publication has not been approved by the United Nations and does not reflect the 
views of the United Nations or its officials or Member States www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment

For further information please contact your local Epson office or visit www.epson-europe.com

Algeria (+2213) 770 938 617 Austria 01 253 49 78 333 Belgium +32 (0)2 792 04 47 Czech 800/142 052 Denmark 44 50 85 85 East Africa (+254) 734 354 075 
Finland 0201 552 091 France 09 74 75 04 04 (Cost of local call, operator charges may apply) Germany +49 (0) 2159/92 79 500 Greece (0030) 211 198 62 12 
Hungary 06800 147 83 Ireland 01 436 7742 Israel (+972)-3-5751833 Italy 02-660321 10 (0,12 €/min) Luxembourg +352 27860692 Middle East +9714 8872172 
Morocco (+212) 661 31 11 18 Netherlands +31 (0)20 708 5099 Norway +47 67 11 37 00 Poland 0-0-800 4911299 (0,16 zł/min) Portugal 707 222 111  
Romania 0040 214025024 Russia (095) 777-03-55 Slovakia 0850 111 429 Southern Africa (+2711) 465-9621 Spain 93 582 15 00  
Sweden 0771-400135 (Mobilsamtal – 0,99 kr/min, Lokala samtal – 0,30 kr/min, Utlandssamtal – 0,89 kr/min) Switzerland 022 592 7923 Tunisia (+216) 9833 3571 
Turkey (0212) 3360303 United Kingdom 0871 42 37766 (+10p per minute plus network extras) West Africa (+234)8020727843

Trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of Seiko Epson Corporation or their respective owners.
Product information is subject to change without prior notice.A
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